SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS and refer to them when making any additions or changes to the track configuration.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Read all instructions prior to installing this product.
2. Disconnect electrical power before adding to or changing the configuration of the track.
3. Do not install this track in damp or wet locations.
4. Do not install any part of track system less than 5 feet above floor.
5. Do not attempt to energize anything other than lighting fixtures and fittings intended for use on MonoLine track.

WARNING
BE SURE TO TURN OFF POWER TO THE JUNCTION BOX BEFORE INSTALLATION.

**Track Preparation**
Juno MonoTrack can be bent by hand. To make bending easier, use a 5-gallon plastic bucket as a form. Juno recommends the use of the JLG-B100 track bending machine to create smooth curved shapes. Please note that the track cannot be bent to a radius less than 18". The machine will leave short unbent sections at the ends. It may be desired to cut these ends off after bending. MonoLine Track can be cut with a hacksaw. Be careful not to scratch surface while cutting.

**Feed Mounting**
1. Make sure main power to system is OFF.
2. Remove Back Plate from Canopy Cover by loosening two screws.
3. Attach Back Plate to junction box with enclosed screws.
4. Connect Feed wires to junction box wires using wire nuts, black to black, white to white. Push wires up into junction box.
5. Reattach Canopy Cover to Back Plate and tighten screws.

**Support/Joiner Mounting**
1. Layout track design and mark position of each ceiling support. Evenly space supports in desired pattern. Important: Space supports no more than 4' apart.
2. Unscrew mounting flange from top finial.
3. Drill hole in ceiling at desired anchor location.
4. Insert enclosed anchor plug into drilled hole.
5. Position mounting flange over anchor plug, insert enclosed screw and secure flange to ceiling.
6. Screw support assembly onto flange.
7. Supporting Joiner only:
   a. Loosen set screws in finial as needed to properly orient supporting joiner.
   b. Tighten set screws
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS and refer to them when making any additions or changes to the track configuration.

**Track Insertion into Joiners**

1. Note polarity feature at bottom of opening in Joiner.
2. Note which side of track has a groove to accept the polarity feature. The grooved side of the track should be facing down.
3. Insert Joiner onto Track while aligning polarity feature with groove.
4. Install next Track section into Joiner also with polarity groove facing down.
5. Tighten both set screws on Joiner securely with the hex wrench provided.

**Track Connection**

1. Make sure main power to system is OFF.
2. Loosen Adapter Stem until Adapter door can be opened.
3. Note polarity feature at bottom of opening in Feed Adapter.
4. Note which side of track has a groove to accept the polarity feature. The grooved side of the track should face down.
5. Carefully mount track by moving it horizontally to inside surface of Feed Adapter and lowering it vertically until bottom groove of track drops onto the bottom contact. Keep track vertical at all times while installing.
7. Pull down and twist Adapter Stem until threads engage.
8. Continue twisting Adapter Stem until fully lowered.

**WARRANTY**

Juno Lighting Group warrants that its products are free from defects in material and workmanship for one year from date of purchase, two years from date of purchase for Energy Star® rated fixtures. Juno Lighting Group’s obligation is expressly limited to repair or replacement, without charge, at Juno Lighting Group’s factory after prior written return authorization has been granted. This warranty shall not apply to products which have been altered or repaired outside of Juno Lighting Group’s factory. This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing phrase, excludes any implied warranty of merchantability. Also, there are no warranties which extend beyond the description of the product on the company’s literature setting forth terms of sale.